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Abstract

Internet services are often deployed in multiple (tens to hun-
dreds) of geographically distributed data centers. They rely
on Global Traffic Management (GTM) solutions to direct
clients to the optimal data center based on a number of cri-
teria like network performance, geographic location, avail-
ability, etc.
The GTM solutions, however, have a fundamental design

limitation in their ability to accurately map clients to data
centers - they use the IP address of the local DNS resolver
(LDNS) used by a client as a proxy for the true client iden-
tity, which in some cases causes suboptimal performance.
This issue is known as the client-LDNS mismatch problem.
We argue that recent proposals to address the problem suffer
from serious limitations. We then propose a simple new solu-
tion, named “FQDN extension”, which can solve the client-
LDNS mismatch problem completely. We build a prototype
system and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
solution. Using JavaScript, the solution can be deployed
immediately for some online services, such as Web search,
without modifying either client or local resolver.
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C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet services are often deployed in multiple - tens to

hundreds of geographically distributed locations, so that
they can be close and deliver fast and responsive services to
clients. For example, Amazon’s AWS are deployed to data
centers in 18 locations with major network infrastructures
over 3 continents [1]. Google is reported to have deployed its
search services to 36 data centers worldwide [2]. Akamai’s
content distribution network is estimated to have footprint
in hundreds of locations [3].
To optimize client performance, the best data center needs

to be dynamically determined for each individual user. By
serving the users from the best data center, content such as
web search results, Internet videos, online gaming messages

and software updates can be delivered with lowest latency
and highest throughput, while causing least amount of con-
gestion on network backbones at the same time.

Empirical evidences have shown that the best data center
correlates poorly with geographic distance. Instead, it is de-
termined by a combination of network latency, packet loss
and available bandwidth. In addition, the best data center
is dynamic, which changes in time, as Internet routes flap,
ISPs relationships are modified, or the connectivity of phys-
ical networks fluctuates, and so on. Dynamically and accu-
rately determining the best data center is the cornerstone
of a Global Traffic Management (GTM) solution. Here, the
key challenge is to accurately locate the best data center for
each client on a continuous basis.

GTM solutions are often implemented through DNS sys-
tems. Say, a particular service, deployed to many data cen-
ters over several continents, is accessible via www.service.-

com. Before accessing the service, the client first needs to
resolve the hostname www.service.com and obtain the cor-
responding IP address. During this DNS resolution process,
the client sends a DNS query to resolve the hostname. The
query is handled by the authoritative name server of the do-
main service.com, which also runs a GTM solution. The
GTM examines the source IP address of the query, deter-
mines the best data center based on the source IP address of
the query, and returns the IP address of the selected “best”
data center. The client then connects to the service using
the returned IP.

1.1 The Client-LDNS Mismatch Problem
In practice, the client never directly sends DNS queries

to authoritative name servers. Rather, it submits the DNS
query to a local DNS resolver (LDNS), which often times is
operated by the client’s ISP. It is the LDNS that ultimately
interacts with the authoritative name servers. As soon as
the LDNS receives an answer from the authoritative name
server, it forwards the answer to the client. In addition,
the LDNS caches the answer so that following queries of
the same hostname can be answered immediately. (DNS re-
sponses are cached for their respective Time-to-live (TTL),
which is specified in the answer itself.) The LDNS caching
avoids unnecessary DNS queries against the authoritative
name server and speeds up the DNS resolution process,
which ultimately improves the response time of the service.

LDNS, however, creates a problem for GTM - when the
authoritative name server receives a DNS query, the GTM
only observes the origin (IP address) of the LDNS, rather
than that of the client. Therefore, the best data center de-
termined by the GTM is in fact based solely on the LDNS,
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Figure 1: The Client-LDNS Mismatch Problem.
Over 7.5% of Bing clients are subject to latency in-
flation of 50 ms or more. The percentage increases
to 14% when clients use public DNS systems (in-
stead of ISP-based LDNS).

instead of the client. In other words, the GTM is forced to
use the LDNS as an approximation of the client.
Clearly, if the LDNS and the client were in the same lo-

cation and connected from the same physical network, the
LDNS would have been a reasonable approximation of the
client. The reality, unfortunately, does not side with such
assumption.
Indeed, as pointed out by studies dated back to circa 2000,

the Internet paths to clients and their LDNS were typically
disjoint and could differ 8 hops or more [4]. Also, only 64% of
the clients shared the same AS-cluster with their LDNS, and
the ratio dropped to 16% in network-aware clustering [5].
Sadly, the situation hasn’t improved during the decade. As
reported in our recent study (shown in Figure 1) [6], based
on a large population of Bing clients and 17 Microsoft data
centers, more than 7.5% of all the clients would be directed
to sub-optimal data centers and therefore experience latency
inflation of 50 ms or more - for every single RTT1 - when
the best data centers is chosen based on LDNS.
Moreover, our measurement shows that replacing ISP-

based LDNS with public DNS systems is gaining traction
quickly (see Section 4.4), which tends to make the matter
worse - the percentage of clients subject to latency inflation
increases to 14% using public DNS systems [6].2

In the Internet services era when 100 ms extra delay can
cost 1% drop in sales [7], significant efforts have been in-
vested in engineering faster Web browsers, optimizing net-
work protocols [15], speeding up middle miles [16] and re-
ducing round trips [17]. Complementing these efforts, solv-
ing the decade-long client-LDNS mismatch problem now ap-
pears a very fruitful area to further reduce latency.

1.2 Key Idea and Contributions
In this paper, we propose a simple new solution, named

“FQDN extension” to address the client-LDNS mismatch
problem. The key idea is to make a simple modification to
hostnames so that they carry augmented information about
clients to facilitate data center selection. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1. We first survey existing proposals to address the client-

1A typical Web search response takes 3-4 RTTs.
2The degradation due to public DNS systems has also been
observed by other studies [19, 20].

LDNS mismatch problem, including those that change In-
ternet services to re-write URLs for individual clients, those
that switch clients from their LDNS to public DNS systems,
and those that modify LDNS to pass client-specific informa-
tion. We discuss the limitations of these existing proposals.

2. We then propose a new FQDN extension solution, which
makes a simple modification to hostnames so that they carry
information about clients to facilitate data center selection.
The key idea is to dynamically cluster clients together and
assign an identifier, called GTM ID, to each cluster. The
clients then augment the hostnames with the GTM IDs.
When GTM receives the augmented hostnames, they are
able to select the best data center based on the GTM IDs
and therefore bypass LDNS completely.

3. We implement the FQDN extension in a prototype GTM
system and compare with two production GTM systems
based on anycast. Using PlanetLab nodes as clients, our
experiments load a 17KB object from the best one selected
among 17 Microsoft data centers, by various GTMs. The re-
sults show that the proposed solution can reduce the object
load time by as much as 46% at the 95-percentile. We then
experiment an adversary client-LDNS mismatch scenario by
forcing all the clients to use public DNS systems. While the
performance further degrades with the production GTMs,
the performance is resilient and unaffected at all with the
proposed solution.

2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS
In this section, we review prior attempts to solve the

client-LDNS mismatch problem and point out their limi-
tations.

2.1 Server-Side URL Rewriting
Server-side URL-rewriting is a late-binding process be-

yond the DNS resolution stage. Due to the client-LDNS
mismatch problem, the client might connect to a subopti-
mal data center for the first time. However, once a service
observes the client’s IP address, it is able to consult GTM
and determine the best data center for the client. Then,
the service modifies all the URLs of a returning webpage so
that these URLs point to the best data center using its IP
address directly. In this way, the following requests from the
client can be routed correctly to the best data center.

Unfortunately, server-side URL-rewriting requires tight
integration of GTMwith HTTP servers. Compared to server-
side URL-rewriting, DNS-based GTM solutions can be com-
pletely decoupled from the service and independent of the
application protocol used. The decoupled architecture is
much more flexible, where both GTM and the service can
be independently developed, managed and operated. There-
fore, except for very few tightly integrated systems (YouTube
being one example [14]), DNS-based GTM solutions are al-
most exclusively adopted.

2.2 Public DNS System
To address the client-LDNS mismatch problem, a cloud

service provider could offer its own DNS system to the pub-
lic. For example, by offering Google Public DNS, any client
that accesses Google’s services and uses Google Public DNS
sends all DNS queries to the Google Public DNS system.
Because the Google Public DNS system has the knowledge
of all Google data centers, and is able to observe the IP ad-
dress of the client from the DNS queries, it can therefore
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select the best data center for the client based on the IP
address.
Public DNS systems, however, can become a problem for

third party service providers. Our recent study shows that
the servers of three public DNS systems are not as widely
deployed as the LDNS from Internet Service Providers [6].
Therefore, from the perspective of third party services, using
the public DNS servers as an approximation of the clients
appears to be even worse than using the LDNS from ISPs.
Public DNS systems will not be able to optimize for a generic
service provider, as it does not have information of the ser-
vice provider’s data center locations and network connectiv-
ity.

2.3 Modifying LDNS
Another recently emerged proposal to address the client-

LDNS mismatch problem is to modify LDNS server soft-
ware. Because the LDNS receives the DNS query directly
from a client, it obviously can observe the client IP address.
Based on the proposed modification, when the LDNS sends
the DNS query to the authoritative name server, it attaches
the prefix (of a specified length) of the client IP address to-
gether with the query. That way, the authoritative name
server can select the best data center based on the address
prefix, rather than the address of the LDNS [8]. The prefix
is used so that following queries from other clients with the
same prefix can be answered immediately from the LDNS
cache.
The proposal is currently being considered at IETF. Yet,

the success of the proposal hinges on the adoption and imple-
mentation of this protocol change on hundreds of thousands
of LDNS servers worldwide, which requires the cooperation
from thousands of ISPs, small and large. Historically, such
adoption process has been quite slow.

3. THE FQDN EXTENSION SOLUTION
We summarize the requirements that an ideal solution to

the client-LDNS mismatch problem should satisfy, which are

1. It should be based on DNS infrastructure;

2. It does not require any changes to LDNS;

3. It is efficient in utilizing LDNS cache;

4. It is accurate and flexible for all services, no matter how
many data centers they are deployed in.

Next, we will describe a novel proposal to augment existing
DNS-based GTM solutions. The proposed solution, there-
fore named “FQDN extension”, satisfies all the above re-
quirements.

3.1 The Key Idea
The key idea of our proposal is to modify hostnames and

augment them with certain identifiers (called GTM IDs)
before performing DNS resolution. GTM IDs are client-
dependent, but are shared among many clients. It suffices
as long as GTM IDs carry enough information about clients
such that the best data center can be selected based solely
on the GTM IDs. For example, if all clients from a certain
prefix map to one single best data center, then the same
GTM ID – possibly an encoded string of the prefix – can
be assigned to all the clients. Network-aware clustering of
clients is a well-explored topic and already adopted in pro-
duction [10], which can be leveraged for GTM assignment.

GTM
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Figure 2: The FQDN Extension Solution

The modified hostnames now carry sufficient information
about the clients, which allows GTM to make optimal data
center selection. During DNS resolution, GTM uses the
GTM IDs embedded in the hostnames to select the best
data centers. Because the GTM IDs carry enough informa-
tion about clients, Global Traffic Management solutions no
longer need to use the LDNSes as an approximation of the
clients. Therefore, the client-LDNS mismatch problem is
solved.

Clearly, the proposal is a DNS-based solution and does not
require any changes to LDNS. It is also efficient in utilizing
LDNS cache. For example, all the clients connecting to a
single Point of Presence (POP) should be aggregated into a
single GTM ID. Because a hostname is always augmented
with the same GTM ID, an early DNS query cached by
LDNS can benefit subsequent queries from the same PoP. Of
course, as different PoPs could now be assigned with differ-
ent GTM IDs, it is therefore conceivable that the proposed
solution will incur more cache miss on LDNS, create more
entries for LDNS to cache and increase the load on GTM.
Nevertheless, it still leverages the great caching capability of
the DNS infrastructure. Otherwise, the client-LDNS prob-
lem can be trivially solved by having each client acting as
its own LDNS.

In addition, depending on the footprint of a Internet ser-
vice, a GTM ID can be assigned to a large or small client
population. Intuitively, if the service is deployed in very few
(say 2 or 3) data centers worldwide, one single GTM ID
can be assigned to a large number of clients, as these clients
can be aggregated together from the perspective of global
traffic management. Conversely, if the service is deployed
in hundreds of data centers, one single GTM ID is likely to
be assigned only to a small number of clients, perhaps even
smaller than a /24 prefix when necessary.

3.2 Detailed Process
The detailed process of the FQDN extension solution is

illustrated in Figure 2 and elaborated in the following steps:

• Step 0: A GTM solution offers a programmable inter-
face (such as a web interface) so that any client may
query and obtain a GTM ID.

• Step 1: A client sends a request to the GTM inter-
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face to retrieve a GTM ID for a given domain, say
service.com. The GTM observes the IP address of the
client and determines a GTM ID (denoted as gtm-id)
for the client and the specified domain. The client
caches the GTM ID within the expiration period spec-
ified by the GTM.
Note that the GTM ID only carries information about
the client. Its purpose is to designate which clients
should be aggregated together. The GTM ID should
not carry the information of the best data center for
the client, which is only dynamically determined upon
DNS resolution by also taking into account other fac-
tors such as load and cost, etc.. Therefore, GTM IDs
are relatively stable and adopt a much longer expira-
tion period than the TTLs of DNS responses.

• Step 2: When the client visits any URL in the do-
main, say http://www.service.com/index.html, it (lo-
cally) augments the hostname with the GTM ID. In
this case, the modified hostname becomes gtm-id.-

www.service.com.
• Step 3: The client sends a DNS query of gtm-id.-
www.service.com to its LDNS, which forwards the query
as normal to the authoritative name server of service.-
com. The name server, running the GTM solution,
examines the gtm-id, determines the best data cen-
ter at the moment for clients grouped by the gtm-id,
and responds to the DNS query with the selected data
center.

• Step 4: The client connects to the data center to
access the service.

3.3 Generalization
GTM needs to constantly adapt data center selections

based on dynamic network conditions. This requires con-
tinuous monitoring and updating the performance metrics
between all clients and each of a service’s data centers.
The conventional approach is to create active traffic to

collect measurements. For example, clients are randomly se-
lected and redirected to suboptimal data centers from time
to time [9,10,13]. Sniffing traffic captured at the data centers
can then be used to calculate network performance. Clearly,
only a small fraction of clients are selected to probe the sub-
optimal data centers. Nevertheless, the clients being chosen
are unfortunate as they inevitably suffer performance degra-
dation.
Even after aggregating clients with similar performance

into same GTM IDs, we foresee that there will be hundreds
of thousands of GTM IDs that GTM would have to keep
track of. Alternatively, it is possible for GTM to enlist help
from ISPs. Intuitively, ISPs have much better knowledge
about what clients can be aggregated together and it is much
also easier for them to keep track of the performance between
their clients to the data centers.
Therefore, we propose a generalization of the FQDN ex-

tension scheme, which is to delegate GTM ID assignment to
the ISPs (or any authorities for the clients)3 Now, the GTM
IDs will contain not only the information about the clients,
but also the information about the authorities. Imagine the
GTM IDs now also include GTM AUTH IDs. Whenever
GTM receives a query, it can use the GTM AUTH ID to

3Enlisting provider help for distance information has been
explored in [22].

discover the authority. Then, GTM can query the authority
with the GTM IDs and obtain the best data center selection.

Finally, when the service is delivered through Content Dis-
tribution Network (CDN), it might make sense to delegate
GTM ID assignment to the CDN vendor. Of course, this
requires close cooperation between the cloud provider and
the CDN vendor.

4. EVALUATION

4.1 Prototype System
To evaluate the FQDN extension solution, we have built

a simple prototype GTM system. The GTM system con-
sists of a web server and a DNS server to serve the do-
main fqdnext.msrapollo.net. Any client can query the
web server and obtain a GTM ID. For simplicity, the GTM
system assumes all clients behind the same /24 prefix can
be aggregated into one single cluster and simply returns an
encoded string of the prefix. For example, a client from
192.168.0.1 gets gtmid-C0A80000, which simply comes from
converting each octet of the prefix into a hexadecimal num-
ber and then concatenate the hexadecimal numbers together.4

When resolving a hostname (say www.fqdnext.msrapollo.-

net), the client uses the augmented hostname gtmid-C0A8-

0000.www.fqdnext.msrapollo.net instead. The GTM sys-
tem converts the GTM ID back to the prefix and selects the
best data center in the Microsoft global data center network.

4.2 Experiment Setup
We use PlanetLab nodes as clients. This makes perfor-

mance data collection simple – the GTM system simply
sends Ping probes from each of the data centers to all the
PlanetLab clients and uses the minimum Ping latency to
determine the best data center for each client. Our client
population consists of 207 lightly loaded PlanetLab nodes,
each from a different PlanetLab cluster.

We use a 17KB image as our test object, which is about
the same size as a typical web search response. The test
object is placed on all the data centers. Each client loads the
test object from the best data center selected by the GTM
and measures the load time. Each experiment is repeated
four times and the very first one is discarded to discount
the DNS resolution time, as our prototype GTM system
implementation is not optimized.

4.2.1 Production GTMs for Comparison

For comparison purpose, each client also loads the test ob-
ject from the best data center determined by two production
GTM systems. The first production GTM system deploys
one DNS server in every data center. All the DNS servers
announce the same anycast [12] IP address for a particular
domain. When a client resolves a hostname in the domain,
the DNS query is routed to the anycast-closest DNS server,
which then returns the IP address of its local data center.
This is a popular solution also adopted by many large In-
ternet services, such as Windows Azure, Limelight [3] and
etc..

Note that the anycast-closest is affected by the origin of
the DNS query – that is, the LDNS of the client. Because
the system uses DNS-based anycast, we call it Anycast GTM

by DNS.

4Practical systems should implement better client-clustering
methods [10, 21] and would certainly be more complicated.
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The second production GTM system is specifically de-
signed to address the client-LDNS problem. It always re-
turns the same anycast IP address to any DNS queries, and
the anycast IP address is announced from all the data cen-
ters. In this case, a client naturally connects to the anycast-
closest data center determined by its own IP, which is not
affected by its LDNS at all. We call it Anycast GTM by

Client.

4.3 Comparison Results
The performance of loading the 17KB test object on all

the 207 PlanetLab nodes is shown in Figure 3. We observe
that our prototype GTM system based on FQDN exten-
sion significantly outperforms the two production GTM sys-
tems. The median load time is 92 ms for FQDN extension,
compared to 129 ms and 126 ms for the production GTM
systems. At the 95-percentile, the load time is 273 ms for
FQDN extension, compared to 380 ms and 507 ms for the
production GTM systems – a reduction of 28% and 46%,
respectively!
From the comparison, it is clear that anycast-based ap-

proaches are not effective in addressing the client-LDNS
mismatch problem. Even as the Anycast GTM by Client
completely bypasses LDNS, anycast itself still leads to sub-
optimal data center selection. This has also been reported
by a number of previous studies [3, 11].
We also observe that the performance of the two produc-

tion GTM systems are quite similar. This is mostly due to
the artifacts of using PlanetLab nodes as the clients – most
PlanetLab nodes are deployed in universities and research
institutes, and tend to co-locate with their LDNSes. In this
sense, PlanetLab nodes are a very biased population to eval-
uate the client-LDNS mismatch problem. To compensate,
in the following experiment, we create an adversary client-
LDNS mismatch scenario by switching the clients from their
original LDNSes to public DNS systems, which are known
to be further away [6].5

4.4 Resilience to LDNS Change
Instead of using its original LDNS, a client can make local

configurations to use public DNS systems (such as Google,
Level3 and OpenDNS) as its LDNS. We have monitor the
public DNS systems for more than one year, through a flight

5An advanced system [18], which measures the latency be-
tween data center and LDNS and selects the best data center
using the measurement, would perform much better than the
any-cast based production systems. Nevertheless, it would
still suffer if LDNS is no longer co-located with client.
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experiment which correlates clients with their LDNS [6].
The experiment allows us to find which clients are using
which public DNS systems as their resolver. We repeated
the experiment three times, each half-year apart: in June
2010, December 2010 and June 2011. Figure 4 reports the
results of the clients that use Google Public DNS. We find
that the percentage of clients has tripled from 0.5% to 1.5%.
In addition, the number of ISPs that switched to Google
Public DNS increased from 0 to 42 in just a year. We use
the following heuristics: i) only ISPs (really ASes) with at
least 500 unique client IP addresses are considered; ii) when
more than 90% of its clients use Google Public DNS as their
resolver, an ISP is declared to be using Google Public DNS.
This clears show that public DNS systems are gaining trac-
tion.
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With conventional GTM solutions, intuitively, when a
client switches from its original LDNS to a public DNS sys-
tem, its performance will be further degraded. On the other
hand, the FQDN extension solution is independent of LDNS
and therefore not affected by such switching at all.

To this end, we have conducted additional experiments to
evaluate the impact of switching from LDNS to public DNS
systems and the resilience of FQDN extension under such
switching. We configure each client to use Google, Level3
and OpenDNS as its LDNS and again download the test
object from the best data center determined by the Anycast
GTM by DNS6.

Figure 5 shows the load time comparison between FQDN
extension and switching from LDNS to the three public DNS

6Anycast GTM by Client is not affected by such switching.
But again, anycast itself leads to suboptimal selection.
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systems. We observe that the switching indeed degrades
the performance. The median load time now rises to 152
ms, 178 ms and 183 ms, respectively, when using Google,
Level3 and OpenDNS. In addition, the 95-percentile load
time now rises to 402 ms, 582 ms and 582 ms, respectively.
In short, the savings of FQDN extension are 32%, 53% and
53%, respectively – even more significant reduction!

5. DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Deployment
FQDN extension can be deployed immediately for many

online services without modifying either client or local re-
solver. The deployment can be piggy-backed on existing
client-side URL-rewriting mechanism. Let’s use Web search
as to illustrate a concrete example. When a user searches
“Microsoft Research” on Bing, the first result link appears
to point to the right URL http://research.microsoft.-

com. When the user clicks the link, however, the real URL
loaded by the browser is actually http://www.bing.com/-

fd/ls/GLinkPing.aspx?IG=..., which is then redirected to
Microsoft Research. Behind the scene, Bing uses JavaScript
to intercept the clicked link and re-write it to the actual
loaded URL. In this case, FQDN extension can be easily
implemented by pre-appending the GTM ID and re-writing
the URL to http://gtm-id.www.bing.com/... instead. It
is conceivable that the same JavaScript can be used to re-
trieve GTM ID in the background, even before the user click-
ing the link.
In long term, FQDN extension can be realized through

a client-side change, such as Web browser modification. A
Web service may indicate its support of FQDN extension
by including a new HTTP header in its response, where the
interface to retrieve GTM ID is also specified. A compli-
ant Web browser will retrieve GTM ID from the interface,
refresh GTM ID upon expiration, augment hostname and
performance resolution based on the augmented hostname.

5.2 Latency and Overhead
Retrieving and refreshing GTM ID incur latency and over-

head. Fortunately, since it represents the cluster a client
belongs to, GTM ID should not change frequently. For in-
stance, if IP prefix is used as GTM ID, then it only needs to
refresh when the client IP address changes. Therefore, we
expect the frequency of refreshing GTM ID in the order of
hours, instead of seconds – the TTL of the resolution result
of www.bing.com is merely 20 seconds.

5.3 Practicality Concerns
The FQDN extension solution should not cause privacy

concern. No matter whether GTM ID is generated by an
Internet service, by third parties (such as CDNs) or by an
ISP, the IP address of the client is already exposed as long as
the client accesses the service. Having the client contacting
GTM directly does not expose additional identifying infor-
mation.
The solution will inevitably increase LDNS cache size.

Different clients behind the same LDNS could augment same
FQDN with different GTM IDs and thus cause many aug-
mented FQDNes cached at the LDNS for the same service.
The increase will be similar to adopting the existing pro-
posal of modifying LDNS [8].
Finally, we comment that the solution is not applicable

when clients connecting through mobile networks, where

even their IP addresses, let alone the derived GTM IDs,
carry insufficient information for making GTM decision.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe the client-LDNS mismatch prob-

lem. We review the existing proposals to address the prob-
lem and analyze their limitations. We then summarize the
requirements for an ideal solution.

We propose a simple new solution, named “FQDN exten-
sion”, to address the client-LDNS mismatch problem. We
build a prototype system and demonstrate substantial gain.
Using JavaScript, the solution can be deployed immediately

for some online services, such as Web search, without mod-
ifying either client or local resolver.
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